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ABSTRACT

Melly Nadya Afrianti. 2021. Improve Reading Skills
Understanding Through Probing-prompting Strategy for 
Children with Disabilities Class V at SDN 31 Banangʺ Group.
Thesis. Padang: Department of Special Education, Faculty of 
Education, State University of Padang.

This research is motivated by the problems found in
The field is a child with learning disabilities with the initials DR, who has 
difficulty in reading comprehension, especially in reading literal 
comprehension. This study aims to prove whether the strategyprobing 
promptingcan improve reading comprehension skills for children with 
learning difficulties in grade 5 at SDN 31 Collection Banang.

This research method uses a single subject research type /Single 
Subject Research (SSR), with an ABA design. Baseline (A1) was conducted 
four times (B) was conducted seven times (A2) was conducted six times. Data 
were collected through a literal comprehension reading test instrument. 
After the data is collected, the data is analyzed using a visual graph 
technique. The results this research state thatprobing-prompting strategy
can improve reading comprehension skills for children with learning 
difficulties in grade 5 at SDN 31 Collection Banang according to data analysis 
under conditions and between conditions.

Keywords :StrategyProbing-prompting, reading comprehension skills
literal, children with learning difficulties
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ABSTRACT

Melly Nadya Afrianti. 2021. Improving reading comprehension skills through
probing-prompting strategies for children with difficulty grade 
V at SDN 31 Banangʺ Collection. Essays. Padang: Department of 
Special Education, Faculty of Education, Padang State 
University.

This research was motivated by the problems found in the field, namely 
children with the initials DR, who had difficulty reading comprehension, 
especially in reading literal comprehension. This study aims to prove whether 
the probing-prompting strategy can improve reading comprehension skills for 
children with learning difficulties in grade V at SDN 31 Banang Collection.

This research method uses single subject research (SSR), with the ABA 
design. Baseline (A1) was conducted four times (B) was conducted seven meetings 
(A2) was conducted in six meetings. Data were collected through a literal 
comprehension reading test instrument. After the data was collected, the data were 
analyzed using visual graph techniques. The results of this study indicate that the 
probing-prompting strategy can improve reading comprehension skills for children 
with difficulty learning grade V at SDN 31 Banang Collection according to data 
analysis in conditions and between conditions.

Keywords:Probing-prompting strategy, literal comprehension reading skills,
children with learning difficulties
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FOREWORD

Praise be to Allah SWT who has given mercy and health

and His grace to the author, so that the author can complete this thesis

with the title “Improving Literal Comprehension Reading Skills Through

StrategyProbing-Promptingfor Children with Learning Difficulties Class V at SDN 31

Banang Group". The purpose of writing this thesis is to fulfill one of the

requirements for completing the final project to obtain a Bachelor of Education degree at

Department of Special Education, Faculty of Education, State University

field.

This thesis is presented in a systematic arrangement consisting of five

Chapter i.e. Chapter I Introduction consists of the background of the problem, identification

problem, problem limitation, problem formulation, research objective benefit

study. Chapter II The study of theory consists of the nature of reading comprehension, the nature of

learning difficulties, the nature of learning strategiesprobing-prompting, study

relevant and conceptual framework. Chapter III The research method consists of:

research, research variables, operational definitions of variables, research subjects,

research location, data collection techniques and tools, intervention and technical stages

data analysis. Chapter IV Results and Discussion consist of a description of research results,

data analysis, discussion and research results, research limitations. Chapter V

Closing consists of conclusions and suggestions. When finishing this thesis

the author gets a lot of guidance and help from many parties, by

Therefore, on this occasion the author would like to thank you very much
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Sincerely to all those who have helped in completing

writing this script. The only prayer that the author can give, hopefully everything

the assistance provided can be reciprocated and assessed as a charity of worship by

Allah SWT.

The writer realizes that the writing of this thesis is still far from

perfection. Therefore, the researcher really expects criticism and suggestions

that builds so that it can provide even better changes

to the future. Finally, the author hopes that this thesis is useful

for writers in particular and for readers in general as well as for the development of

Special education.

Padang, January 2021

Writer
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so that the writer can complete this thesis. Sholawat and greetings, the 

authors convey to the Prophet Muhammad sallallaahu'alaihi wasallam 

who has brought us to a world full of knowledge as we feel until now so 

that the author can complete this thesis.

The success and success of the preparation of this thesis cannot be 

separated from the love, affection, sacrifice, motivation, assistance and 
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This black ink you dedicate especially to mom and dad as

proof of the greatness of mothers and fathers in fighting against the heat
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education level to obtain a bachelor's degree even if not

just in time, all the sacrifices and struggles of father and mother

give you will not be able to reply at any time.

2. To my two sisters, Ms. Mela Nidia Afrianti who is always chatty

about my revisions, which always strengthens me and reassures me when
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what you have given so far, hopefully we can make mothers together
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PIG

PRELIMINARY

A. Background

Reading is very important for everyone, by reading

someone will get a lot of information whether it's information about

life and information about education. In the world of education

reading is the main thing that teachers demand for children to

the learning process, the teacher is not overwhelmed in providing knowledge

or material in written or oral form.

Reading is also a physical and mental process. In

the physical process of reading involves sharpness and eye movement, whereas

in the mental process of reading concerning one's understanding of

reading that is read. People are said to be able to read well if they are

can clearly see the letters being read, move the eyes with

agile, and able to remember symbols, punctuation such as dots and

comma in the text. Reading is not just looking at letters and symbols

or get information only, but reading also aims to

understand and take the essence of the readings in a book

writings written by other people (Motallebzadeh, 2011).

One of the activities in reading is reading comprehension.

Reading comprehension is a skill continued reading from

reading the beginning after the reader has succeeded in reading the beginning,

1
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Then the reader is directed to read comprehension. Read

Understanding is a complex process that shows relationships

between the reader and the writing that is read so that the reader is more

demand to be able to understand the content of what is read (Ulker, 2017).

The importance of reading comprehension skills can be said

one of the learning processes in elementary school (Dalman, 2014). Therefore

children are always required to read reading comprehension, so that when

the child is given a question he can also answer with confidence

so as not to be left behind with other friends.

Reading skills are highly emphasized in children, especially

reading comprehension skills, because by reading comprehension

or reading further, children can follow the learning process by using

good, but the reality that can be seen with the naked eye many children who

can read aloud but there are also children who are difficult

in answering questions related to the given text

teacher during the learning process, so that

children have difficulty understanding and finding meaning

found in the reading text.

The difficulty of children in answering questions can also be caused

by the teachers themselves who are less creative in managing the class,

where he only focused on the child who got rank five

big children or only achieving children, so that it has a bad impact on other children

who don't get achievements, like a child who doesn't want to ask even
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Children also do not want to express their opinion. If this problem

left alone, then over time it can also be a factor

triggers for children with learning difficulties (Marlina, 2019).

Learning difficulties are one of the many problems in

the educational process, especially in learning. Learning difficulties can be seen

directly from how the learning process and the results obtained when children

study and after the child learns.

Based on a preliminary study conducted by the author in

March - April 2020 through observations and interviews in class V SDN 31

Banang group with 21 children. Of the 21 children

the author got information directly from the homeroom teacher, that in class V

many children find it difficult to follow the learning process, especially

in the process of reading and understanding the text, even in class V SDN 31

There are also Banang groups who can't read. For

determine whether in class V there are many children who are difficult to follow

the learning process, the writer conducted a reading test to 21

those children.

From the reading comprehension test conducted, it was proven that in class V

SDN 31 Bunang Banang it is true that many children have experienced this

difficulties in the learning process, such as children having difficulty understanding

reading, it is difficult to perform operations add, subtract, multiply and divide,

some even found children who still could not read.

Previously, the author had conducted research on reading
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understanding, then the author only focuses on researching the problem

in children who have difficulty in understanding reading only. In

SDN 31 Collection Banang the author gets one child DR

who have difficulty in understanding the correct reading

have below-average performance as evidenced directly by recap

test scores and daily grades in the learning process.

To confirm again whether DR is really difficult to read

understanding, the writer conducts an assessment of reading comprehension

especially reading literal understanding by providing story texts,

rompang story text and some questions then tell

return stories that have been read in their own language.

Based on the results of the interpretation of the assessment conducted by the researcher

on the date on March 28 - April 03, 2020, on the reading aspect

children's literal understanding got a score of 31%. It's been proven that the child has

can read, but when reading children still often

leave, replace and add letters, when filling in text

Rumpang children are still often confused and still answer carelessly.

When answering questions related to reading

what is the title of the story that is read? Children can give

answer correctly. What is the name of the character in the story? kids can too

answer but the child reads the whole story first

and the child can only answer one character's name. Where is the event

in the story it happens that the child can answer but the answer does not match
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with the questions given. Example: asked where the child is

answer time. When asked when the child answered the place. Then

for the question when the events in the story occur? child at all

can't answer, if the child answers, the answer given is no

according to the question given. Example: asked time

child answers place. To the question How will the story end?

The child cannot answer at all and when the child is asked

spontaneously said he did not know and when asked to tell

back stories that have been read in their own language! Child

frowned and spontaneously the child also said

don't know.

Difficulty in reading literal comprehension certainly requires

solution if educators try various ways that vary in

teach children to understand reading, because of difficulties in

understanding the reading experienced by children so far is also caused by

by the lack of creativity of educators in teaching. Educator so far

only become the main center in learning, educators convey

learning materials directly to children by talking

at length without giving children many opportunities to

ask questions and express opinions, educators also always prioritize

only smart children so that children who have difficulty

In understanding reading, they feel unnoticed so that children are bored

and bored with what was delivered (Tambak, 2014). Therefore
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Children need a variety of teaching methods in order to understand

good reading. As for one of the methods that can be used in

improve reading comprehension skills, especially reading

literal understanding is strategyprobing-prompting.

Strategyprobing-promptingis a strategy that presents

a series of questions in the learning process with the aim of

explore and guide students to be active in the thinking process when

linking learning experiences that have been obtained previously with

learning experience to be studied (Marliasari & Okta, 2018).

Strategyprobing-promptingalso have distinct advantages.

One of these advantages is that it can provide opportunities

to the child to ask things that are not clear so that the child

looks active and enthusiastic in understanding or answering

questions, both oral and written (Muthmainnah et al.,

2019).

B. Problem Identification

Judging from the problems that have been described in the background

above, the problem can be identified as follows:

1. Children can read, but children cannot understand the contents of the

reading that is read.

2. Children cannot repeat or retell the contents

reading that is read.

3. Children have difficulty in answering questions.
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4. Children often lag behind when answering questions.

5. Children are more silent during the learning process.

6. Strategyprobing-promptingnever used by teacher

in teaching.

C. Problem Limitation

In order for the implementation of this research to be more effective and focused

then the author limits the problem to reading skills

literal understanding using strategyprobing-promptingfor

children with learning difficulties at SDN 31 Collection Banang.

D. Problem Formulation

Based on the background of the problem above, the formulation of the problem

in this study are:

“Is strategyprobing-promptingcan improve

literal comprehension reading skills for children with learning disabilities

class V at SDN 31 Banang Group?”.

E. Research Objectives

The purpose of this research is to prove the strategy

probing-promptingeffective for improving reading skills

literal understanding for children with learning difficulties in grade 5 at SDN 31

Banang Group.
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F. Research Benefits

The expected benefits of this research are:

1. For Teachers

It is hoped that this research can be used as input and material for

consideration in improving children's reading skills,

especially in reading comprehension.

2. For Parents

It is hoped that this research can serve as a benchmark for

guide and teach children while studying at home.

3. For Writers

Benefits for the author himself, in addition to knowing to what extent

the influence of learning strategies in improving abilities

reading comprehension, this research is also expected to be

a guide in the future world of work.

4. For Advanced Researchers

As information material and guidelines for continuing

research on reading problems especially in reading

literal understanding.



CHAPTER II

THEORITICAL REVIEW

A. The Nature of Reading Comprehension Skills

1. Understanding Reading Comprehension

Reading comprehension is at a higher level,

where reading comprehension is the same as further reading with

the purpose of understanding the meaning contained in Dalman's reading (2014). On

Initially, reading comprehension is a continuation of reading

the beginning, if reading the beginning has been passed well, people

will be guided to the next stage, namely the stage of reading comprehension.

In reading comprehension, people are no longer required to memorize

as well as stringing letters but people are required to understand the contents of

reading that is read. Reading comprehension is a complex process

which shows the relationship between the reader and the written

read so that readers are more required to be able to understand the contents

readings that are read (Ulker, 2017).

Reading comprehension is included in one type of reading

with full understanding with the aim of finding ideas

the main content in the reading which ultimately results in a

information (Muhafidin, 2016). Reading comprehension is also a

the skill one has to retell things

9
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important things that are obtained in a reading in their own language

(Shamsini & Mousavi, 2014).

Reading comprehension does not only involve motor skills

like eye movement, but reading comprehension also involves the mind

even one's reasoning in obtaining information that

by the author Romansyah (2017).

So based on the opinion above, it can be concluded that

Reading comprehension is a further reading activity from reading

beginning, where in reading people's understanding is no longer required

to recognize letters, memorize and string letters again, but in

Reading this understanding, people are required to understand the essence

or the meaning that is in a reading until the end

information is obtained which is then submitted again

by using their own language.

2. Aspects of Reading Comprehension

Understanding the meaning in a reading must also be supported

with someone's understanding in a reading that is read. On

Basically, reading comprehension is divided into four

Dalman level (2014), namely:

1. Literal understanding, literal understanding is the same as understanding

and remember information regularly on reading.

2. Interpretive understanding, aims to draw conclusions from

written information based on experience.
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3. Critical understanding, giving an assessment of the reading

read based on knowledge and self-assessment criteria.

4. Creative understanding, related to emotional sensitivity and artistic

children have for reading.

In this study, the writer chose the level of reading

literal comprehension, literal comprehension reading skills are

reading skills that understand the meaning for what it is, without having to

do an in-depth understanding. In this study the reasons

researchers chose literal comprehension reading skills because

because of the difficulty of children in understanding reading and difficulties when

answer questions in the teaching and learning process that cause

Children are always left behind from their other friends.

B. The Nature of Reading Literal Comprehension

1. Understanding Literal Comprehension Reading

Reading literal comprehension is included in the level

low-level understanding which is often an obstacle for

most children, especially for children who are still in elementary school.

Even though it belongs to a low level of understanding

Skills reading literal comprehension remains important because

needed in the process of understanding the reading as a whole.

So that reading literal understanding is also said to be a process of understanding

information contained in reading materials (Marlina, 2019).
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To build literal understanding, children are given guidelines

questions as clues to understand adapted reading

with elements 5W + 1H Dalman (2014), as follows:

a. What, is used to ask about items and events.

b. Who, is used to ask people or characters in the reading.

c. Where, is used to ask the place where the event occurred

in reading.

d. When, is used to ask for the time.

e. Why, is used to ask the reason for an event in a

story happened.

f. How, is used to ask the reason and the process of the way

an event in reading.

2. Benefits of Reading Literal Comprehension for Children with Difficulty

Study

As a teacher, reading literal understanding is very important

it is very important to be taught to children, because by teaching children

reading literal comprehension is expected that children are able to understand

the content of the reading that is read, the child's understanding in reading must also be

accompanied by the creativity of the teacher in teaching.

The benefits of reading literal comprehension Dalman (2014),

that is:

a. Instruct each student to find the text

reading.
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b. Encouraging students to be enthusiastic and active

in reading comprehension.

c. State the intent and purpose of the selected reading.

d. Explaining every difficulty in the first part is good

sound difficulty, syntactic sentence structure, vocabulary and

proverbs in the reading.

e. Generates a complete summary of a

reading.

f. Asking students to convey the results of their understanding

understood in front of the class in their own language.

g. Involve all students in the class.

h. Give assignments or homework.

3. The Purpose of Reading Literal Comprehension for Children with Disabilities

Study

Basically reading comprehension is one of the

reading skills that aim to understand the content or

message in a text. In this study, the reason for the researcher

choose literal comprehension reading skills because

there is difficulty in understanding reading and difficulty when

answer questions in the teaching and learning process that cause

Children are always left behind from their other friends.
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As for the purpose of reading literal understanding, there are seven Tarigan

(2008), namely:

1. Read to obtain details and facts contained in

a reading (reading for details or facts).

2. Read to find the main idea in the sentence (reading for

play ideas).

In finding this main idea, the reader can also find

what problems are there in the story, besides that the reader can also

find the character of the characters in the story.

3. Determine the organization of reading materials (reading for sequenceor

organizations).

The purpose of finding the organization of this reading material is the same as

find or know what happened to each

part of the story, what are the causes of the events in the story?

story.

4. Draw conclusions in the reading(reading for inference).

5. Reading to evaluate(reading to evaluate).

6. Reading to compare (reading to compare or contrast).

7. Reading to classify(reading to classify.

Reading to classify this aims to

find out how the character changes from the good one

be not good and can also see how his life is

in the story with life in the real world.
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C. The Nature of Learning Difficulties

1. Understanding Children with Learning Disabilities

Many terms that lead to learning difficulties, among others

learning difficulties, learning disabilities, learning problems,andspecific

lerning disability.Termlearning difficultiesleads to trouble

where learning comes from lack of ability and opportunity

children's learning related to the low ability they have

both the ability to see, hear, health and socio-

emotional (Marlina, 2019). Learning difficulties also lead to

a disorder characterized by a mismatch of abilities and

the achievements obtained, which can be seen in reading, writing, thinking

and count.

Children with learning disabilities are children who cannot

demonstrate basic progress in their academic fields such as

read, write or count Marlina (2019). The child who

actually have difficulty in special academic tasks such as

reading, writing and arithmetic caused by thinking factors

both normal and above normal so that it requires service

special education is also included in the category of children

with learning difficulties Sumekar (2009).

Children with difficulties are also children who have intelligence

normal or even superior, who find it difficult to learn in one subject or

certain subjects, and may excel in certain subjects
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another lesson Marlina (2015). Children with learning difficulties

is a child who has normal intelligence, but shows

one or more deficiencies that stand out in the learning process

(Marlina, 2014).

So based on the opinion above, it can be concluded that children

learning difficulties are children who experience obstacles in the learning process

study academically in one particular subject or

in other subjects related to reading,

write and count so that in the child's learning process

require special guidance tailored to the

existing needs and capabilities.

2. Types and Characteristics of Children with Learning Disabilities

Children with learning difficulties are generally found in schools

regular and special schools. So to recognize children with difficulties

Learning can be started by looking at the various types and characteristics

owned. Cortiella and Horowitz (2014) say that there are

four types of learning difficulties, namely:

a. Dyscalculia, characterized by impaired mastery of concepts

mathematics in solving arithmetic problems.

b. Digraphia, characterized by difficulty in writing.

c. Impaired visual and auditory processing, characterized by the presence of:

impaired understanding with verbal and written language but
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when viewed from the senses of sight and hearing it is not

problematic.

d. Non-verbal learning difficulties, characterized by interference from

right hemisphere that causes visual intuitive problems

spatial, organizational and evaluative as well as holistic.

Children with learning disabilities are children who experience obstacles

in learning where children cannot learn naturally which

caused by threats, obstacles and disturbances in the

learning so as to show symptoms that can be seen from others,

parents and teachers at school (Rosdiana, 2018).

Symptoms that can be seen from children with learning difficulties according to

(Rosdiana, 2018) stated as follows:

a. Shows low / below average learning achievement.

b. The results achieved are not commensurate with the effort put in.

Where the child has tried hard but the value is always

low.

c. Slow in doing learning tasks. where is the child always

left behind his comrades in all respects. Old examples and

always late in doing the questions given by the teacher.

d. Be indifferent and don't want to know in the process

learning.
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Characteristics of learning difficulties, especially reading too

stated by Marlina (2019), namely:

a. Children are slow to read.

b. Not understanding reading

c. Difficult to identify important ideas from reading.

d. Lack of mastery of phonics.

e. Confusion with almost the same word.

f. Difficulty understanding new vocabulary

g. Refusing to read and,

h. Confused by the written instructions.

3. Causes of Children with Learning Difficulties

Learning achievement is influenced by two factors, namely internal factors

and external factors. Internal factors allow for dysfunction

neurological, which is the main cause in learning.

Meanwhile, external factors allow the use of strategy

wrong learning, poor management of activities

arouse children's learning motivation and provide reinforcement or

reinforcementwhich is not correct Abdurrahman (2012).
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The four factors that cause children with learning difficulties are:

stated by Kokasih (2012), namely:

a. Physical condition

Physical conditions include visual impairment, hearing loss,

disturbance of balance and spatial orientation, as well as the presence of body image

The low one.

b. Environmental factor

Lack of family, community or school environment

beneficial for children will be able to inhibit development

social, psychological, which will hinder achievement

academic.

c. Motivation and Affective Factors

These two factors can also cause children to have learning difficulties.

children who often fail in one subject or several subjects

subjects tend to lack self-confidence, so they can

reduce motivation to learn and lead to feelings of

negative feelings related to school.

d. Psychological Factor

Psychological factors related to child development

learning disabilities include; impaired attention, visual perception,

auditory perception, motor perception, inability to think,

and slow in language skills.
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Westwood (2004) also stated the factors causing difficulties

learning as a result of several influences, namely:

a. Inappropriate teaching

b. Irrelevant curriculum.

c. Less conducive classroom environment.

d. Favorable economic conditions.

e. The less harmonious relationship between children and teachers.

f. Children are rarely present.

g. The child's health is impaired.

h. The use of a second language in the learning process.

i. Lack or absence of a child's sense of self.

j. Presence of emotional and behavioral problems

k. The intelligence possessed by children is below average.

l. Sensory disturbances and difficulties experienced by children in

processing specific information.

D. Reading Comprehension Skills for Children with Learning Disabilities

Reading comprehension skills of children with learning disabilities are

children's skills to understand what is read. There are five types

reading comprehension skills of children with learning difficulties (Marlina, 2019),

that is :

1. Reading literal comprehension

Understand the information contained in the reading material.
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2. Inferential understanding

Interpret, synthesize the information contained

in reading material.

3. Critical understanding

Analyze, evaluate, and make an assessment of the material

reading.

4. Affective Understanding

The reader's personal and emotional response to the reading material.

5. Lexical understanding

Understanding the meaning of the key vocabulary of the reading material.

Children with learning disabilities have low understanding

reading is caused by two factors. First, children can't

convert symbols into words. Child can't

understand comprehensively the messages conveyed by

a word. Second, children do not know how to understand

reading. Children cannot actively focus on what meaning

they read or the child cannot judge how far they are

understand what is read. Children can't understand reading

more quickly (such as summarizing the reading, determining the main idea

reading, determining supporting ideas and integrating the material

reading with prior knowledge).
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E. The Nature of StrategyProbing-Prompting

1. Understanding StrategyProbing-Prompting

Strategy means an action or activity carried out

by someone to achieve the desired goals and objectives.

Whereasprobingmeans investigation andpromptingmeans help.

probingis a learning inquiry process that

conducted by teachers on the abilities of their students (Wiener et al

al., 2018). Whereaspromptingis the help given by the teacher

is to guide and direct students to new knowledge that

will be studied.

Soprobing-promptingis a unit that cannot

separated becauseprobing-promptingis a process

learning in which the teacher presents a series of questions that

Its nature guides and explores the abilities of students

so that there is a thinking process related to new knowledge

being or will be studied (Hartinah et al., 2019).

Strategyprobing-promptingis also a strategy that

presents a series of questions in the learning process with

The aim is to explore and guide students to be active in the thinking process

when linking learning experiences that have been obtained previously

with the learning experience to be studied (Marliasari & Okta,

2018).
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Meanwhile, according to Husna and Himmi (2018)Probing-prompting

is a learning process in the classroom where the teacher gives

instructions to their students. Meanwhile, according to Ahmad (2019)

Probing-promptingis a learning strategy that aims

to investigate and help students to be active in thinking, active in

discuss various opinions and be active in submitting

incomprehensible question.

Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that the strategy

probing-promptingis a learning strategy in the form of

questions that are guiding and explore abilities that

already owned by students to be active in the learning process both active

in asking questions and actively in expressing opinions.

2. Steps to Use StrategyProbing-Prompting

Strategyprobing-promptingis a learning strategy that

presenting questions in the learning process that are guiding,

so that in the learning process all students are required to be active

without exception. As for the strategic stepsprobing-prompting

according to Ahmad (2019) explained as follows:

a. The teacher confronts students with a problem in the form of pictures,

tables and reading texts.

b. The teacher gives students the opportunity to formulate answers

in the given problem.
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c. The teacher gives questions to students to see

knowledge that students already have.

d. The teacher gives students the opportunity to return to

answer the questions asked previously.

e. The teacher appoints one student to answer the question.

f. If the answer answered by the child who has been designated is correct,

the teacher will ask for input from other students about the answer

which has been given by the designated child.

g. But if the answer given by the designated child is wrong, the teacher

will give again a new question that is easier than

the original question but the purpose of the new question with the question

same start.

h. The teacher again gives the opportunity for the child to answer

the second question, if it is wrong then the teacher will explain the meaning

or the contents of the questions that have been given, and if true then

The teacher will explain the meaning or content of the questions asked

given more precisely.

3. Strengths and Disadvantages of StrategyProbing-Prompting

Strategyprobing-promptingalso has advantages and

Mansyur (2017), the advantages and disadvantages are:

as follows :

a. Strategy advantagesprobing-prompting

1) Leading students to be active in thinking.
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2) Provide opportunities for students to ask things that

not understood or not understood.

3) Increase student activity in searching, digging and

find information.

4) Students become the main center of teachers in learning.

5) Stimulate the improvement of students' thinking power.

b. Lack of strategyprobing-prompting

1) Students feel afraid and tense during the learning process, because

anxious and afraid if the questions given by the teacher are directed at

to himself.

2) Less time needed to deliver

questions to each student.

3) The difficulty of the teacher in making customized questions

with the abilities of each student.

F. Relevant Research

The relevant research in this study are:

1.The Use Of Probing Prompting learning Strategy to improve biology

learning outcomes of class XI IPA 3 Student At SMAN 5 Kendari

Ahmad (2019).This study aims to improve the results

studying biology Class XI IPA 3. The type of research used is

classroom action research (CAR) was conducted in three cycles with

the number of students as many as 42 students consisting of 11 male students and 31

female student. The results of this study indicate that
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the use of probing-prompting learning strategies is effective against

improvement of biology learning outcomes for class XI IPA 3.

The similarities between the research that the author will do with

This research is using the independent variables equally

using probing-prompting learning strategies. Where (Ahmad,

2019) use this prmpting probing to improve results

studying biology class XI IPA3 at SMAN 3 Kendari, while the writer

to improve reading comprehension skills for children

having difficulty learning fifth grade at SDN 31 Collection Banang.

The difference between the research that the author will do and

This research is the use of different research designs, between

classroom action research(CAR) consisting of 41 students with

studysingle subject research(SSR) consisting of one student

as a participant. Another difference is the research subject between students

class XI high school with fifth grade elementary school students.

2.Comic Media Development to Increase Learning Motivation

And Reading Comprehension Skills of Grade IV StudentsBudiarti dan

Haryanto (2016).This research aims to produce products

learning media in the form of comics that can increase motivation

learn Indonesian and reading comprehension skills

fourth grade elementary school students. The type of research used isresearch and

development(R & D) which uses ten steps namely;

research & information collecting, planning, developing preliminary from
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of product, preliminary field testing, main product revision, main field

testing, operational product revision, operational field revision, final

product revision, dissemination and implementation.With the number

the subjects in the initial test were nine (9) people, in the trial

the main field numbered eighteen (18) people, and in the test

operational field fifty four (54) people. And result

This research shows that learning comic media

positive and significant effect on motivation to learn language

Indonesian and fourth grade students' reading comprehension skills.

The similarities between the research that will be carried out by the author and

This research is the use of the same dependent variable

about reading comprehension skills but in this study

the author focuses more on reading comprehension skills

literal .

The difference between the research that will be carried out by the author and

This research is the use of a different research design between

research and development(R & D) with the use of designsingle

subject research(SSR). And another difference is in the independent variable

Amongcomic mediaandprobing-prompting strategy.

G. Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework is the same as the author's mindset in

implementation of research carried out with the aim of

make it easier to carry out research (Adom et al., 2016). In
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This research begins with the problems found by the author in children

with learning difficulties who find it difficult to understand the content of what is read,

then the author provides intervention by applyingprobing strategy-

prompting, with the aim of helping children improve

reading skills literal comprehension of children with learning disabilities.
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For more details can be described with a chart like

following :

Children with Learning Difficulties

Initial Condition (BaselineA1)

Children with learning difficulties have not been able to understand the 

contents of the reading, have not been able to answer questions and have not 

been able to write or retell stories read in their own language.

Intervention(B)

Through strategyprobing-prompting

Final Ability (BaselineA2)

Literal comprehension reading skills of children with learning difficulties 

after getting intervention through strategiesprobing-prompting

Results

Children's reading comprehension skills increase. Children with 

learning difficulties are able to understand the content of reading, are 

able to answer questions and are able to write or tell stories

go back to the story read in your own language

Chart 2. 1. Conceptual Framework



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODS

A. Type of Research

The research approach used by the author in this study

namely a quantitative approach with experimental methods and types of

single subject research (Single Subject Research/SSR). Where

studySingle Subject Research(SSR) with a single subject

is an experimental design that attempts to record the relationship

between the independent variable and the dependent variable (Alresheed et al.,

2013).

In this study using the ABA design (Choiri &

Sunardi, 2017). Conditionbaseline(A1) is said to be the baseline phase,

(B) is said to be the intervention phase, (A2) is said to be the baseline phase

after the treatment.

The form of the basis of this research procedure, namely:

Baseline
(A1)

Intervention
(B1)

Baseline
A(2)

Figure 3. 1 ABA Research Procedure

30
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On conditionBaseline(A1) is the measurement made

before the target behavior is given treatment. ConditionIntervention(B)

is the treatment given to the target behavior, which is measured

based on the treatment given. While the baseline (A2)

is a condition where the target behavior is no longer given treatment.

In the initial conditionbaseline(A1) is reading skill

understanding that is not given any treatment, conditionsintervention

(B) is the reading comprehension skills of children with learning disabilities

given the treatment, while (A2) is reading skill

understanding of children with learning disabilities who are no longer given treatment.

B. Research Variables

In experimental research, a variable is a basic term that

used in research, including research with

single subject. Variable is an attribute or characteristic

about something that is observed in research can be in the form of objects,

object or activity determined by the researcher to be studied later

conclusions are drawn (Sugiyono, 2014). Variables used in

this research are:

1. Independent Variable

The independent variable is the variable that affects the variable

bound. The independent variable in this study is "strategy".

probing-prompting"
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2. Bound Variable

The dependent variable is the variable that is influenced by the variable

free. The dependent variable in this study is "skills"

reading literal comprehension”.

C. Definition of Variable Operations

Variables are the basis in experimental research including

research with a single subject. Variable is an attribute or

characteristics of something that is observed in research. So therefore,

variables can be in the form of objects or events that can be observed and

be measured.

1. Literal comprehension reading skill (Bound Variable)

The dependent variable in this study is reading skills

literal understanding. Literal comprehension reading skills

intended in this study is the child's skills in

answer questions based on reading content and children's skills

retell the contents of what is read in their own language.

The method is done by asking children to read a text

story or discourse, then the researcher listens carefully

pay attention to the reading that the child reads, after that the child is given

five questions or questions concerning the 5W+1H elements (what, who,

where, when and how), after which intervention was given to

children by using strategyprobing-prompting.
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2. Strategyprobing-prompting(Independent Variable)

The independent variable in this study is Strategyprobing-

prompts.Strategyprobing-promptingused to help

children are active in learning so that in the learning process children do not

a lot of silence and the child also does not feel neglected. How to apply

strategyprobing-promptingthat is, the teacher gives the text first

story to each student, after which students are assigned to

read the story text that has been given and the teacher does the probing

(investigation).

After the students read the teacher gave five questions

related to 5W+1H elements (what, who, where, when and

how) in written form, and before answering the question,

the teacher first explains the meaning of the five questions that

given. Then the teacher gives the opportunity to the students

to answer questions in writing. After finishing answering

questions, the teacher and students both discuss the questions that

already filled in by students by appointing one student to answer

questions, where the questions given are addressed directly

in children who have difficulty reading literal comprehension.

If the answer is answered correctly, the teacher asks for input from

the answer that the child gives to his friend who is not in trouble

in reading literal understanding. If the answer is answered

wrong, the teacher gives a new question with a question that
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different, but the goal is the same, so students can answer

original question correctly. If the student still cannot answer,

the teacher provides assistance by provoking students to tell stories but

The purpose of the story concerns the question that was asked earlier, so that

the questions asked can be answered. Teacher asks questions

new to all students with the aim of ensuring that the indicators

on that day has been achieved. But the new question is

oral questions that the teacher gives to students.

D. Research Subject

To assist the subject in this study, four

5th grade children with the criteria of three normal children and one child

with learning disabilities, three normal children were taken for the purpose of

doing fishing during the learning-teaching process for children

have difficulty learning.

The main subjects in this research are children

learning disabilities are eleven (11) years old. Gender

a woman with the initials DR, where DR is now in the fifth grade of elementary school.

The subject that the author got was already fluent in reading but

the subject cannot understand the contents of the reading that is read, so when

the teaching and learning process takes place, the subject is often left behind by friends

other friends because when given a subject question only

answer carelessly, and when asked to repeat the reading

read in your own language, you don't know. Based on
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The results of the assessment obtained proved that the subject of the child had problems

on reading comprehension skills, especially reading

literal understanding.

E. Research Place

In accordance with the protocol imposed by the government against

the Covid-19 pandemic, this research was carried out at the author's home

having its address at Pasar Bukit Air Haji village, Kec. Linggo Sari Baganti,

Regency. South Coast with the permission of parents, teachers and the will of the children

alone. The study was conducted every day at 10.00-11.30 for 90

minute. For clarity, the day/date, time and place of the research

illustrated in the table below:

Table 3.1 Research Time and Place

No Date and time Time The place
1 Friday, July 24, 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

2 Saturday, July 25, 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

3 Sunday, July 26, 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

4 Monday, 27 July 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

5 Tuesday, July 28, 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

6 Wednesday, July 29, 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

7 Thursday, July 30, 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

8 Friday, July 31, 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

9 Saturday, 01 August 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

10 Sunday, 02 August 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

11 Monday, 03 August 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

12 Tuesday, 04 August 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

13 Wednesday, 05 August 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

14 Thursday, 06 August 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

15 Friday, 07 August 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

16 Saturday, August 8, 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house

17 Sunday, 09 August 2020 10.00-11.30 Researcher's house
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F. Data Collection Techniques and Tools

The data collection techniques used in this research are

oral and written test techniques. The oral test technique is done by asking

children to read the text of the story or discourse. While the writing test technique

This is done by asking the child to write a story that has been

read in their own language and answer five questions or

questions regarding the 5W+1H elements (what is the title of the story read,

who is the character in the story, where does the story take place, when does the story take place,

and how the end of the story that has been read).

The data collection tool used in this research is the format

data collection on conditionsbaselineandintervention. The author measures

direct initial ability (baseline) children in answering questions

in accordance with the text of the story and retell the contents of the story that has been

read in their own language. The measuring instrument used is

percentage. Percentage is a unit of measurement for the dependent variable which

often used by researchers and teachers to measure behavior in

academic and social fields. After all the data is collected then

added up and then calculated by the percentage of the ability of the test results

children, as follows:

Percentage of student's ability =              egg100%
      trip
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G. Stages of Intervention

The stages of intervention in this study used a strategy

probing-prompting. As for the intervention steps using

learning strategiesprobing- promptingmodified from (Ahmad,

2019) to improve literal comprehension reading skills

that is, as follows:

1. The teacher gives the discourse text to each student.

2. The teacher assigns students to read the text that has been read

given, then the teacher listens to the text that the students read

with give probing (investigation) with

pay attention to the following:

a. Are any letters omitted while reading.

b. Are any letters changed while reading.

c. Are any letters added while reading.

3. The teacher gives questions regarding the elements of 5W+1H

(what, who, where, when, why and how) to students

in written form.

4. The teacher explains the meaning of the five questions given

first.

5. Then the teacher gives students the opportunity to

answer questions in writing.

6. After answering the questions, the teacher and students together

Discuss questions that have been filled in by students.
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7. The teacher appoints one student to answer the question, where?

The questions given are aimed directly at the child who

have difficulty reading literal comprehension.

8. If the answer is answered correctly, the teacher asks for input from

the answer that the child gives to his friend who does not

have trouble reading literal comprehension.

9. If the answer is wrong, the teacher asks a question

new with different questions, but the goal is the same,

so that students can answer the initial question correctly.

10. If students still cannot answer, the teacher provides assistance

(prompting)by provoking students to tell stories but the goal

the story concerns the question that was asked earlier, so

the questions asked can be answered.

11. The teacher gives new questions to all students with the aim of

to ensure that the indicator for the day has been reached.

But the new question is in the form of an oral question which

conveyed by the teacher to the students.

H. Technical Data Analysis

The final step taken before drawing conclusions in

a research is data analysis. Data analysis is a stage

the end before drawing conclusions (Sunanto et al., 2006). Technique

Data analysis in this study is a visual graph technique, namely by using

how to move data into graphic form and then the data
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analyzed based on the components in eachbass line(A1)

intervention (B) and baseline phase (A2).

The graphic visual analysis techniques are:

1. Analysis in Condition

The analysis in this study is the data contained in

each condition in the graph (Sunanto et al., 2006), with

following steps:

a. Determining Condition Length

The length of the condition is equal to the number of data in one

conditions that show the number of observations that

performed on each condition A1, B, and A2.

b. Determining the Directional Tendency

The trend direction is the direction of the graph can be like

increased, leveled off or decreased.

c. Stability Tendency

The steps for calculating the trend of stability (trend

stability) are as follows:

1. Using the 15% stability criterion.

2. Calculating the mean level, where all scores

added and divided by the number of data points.

3. Determine the upper limit.

4. Determine the lower limit

5. Determine the percentage of stability.
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So,If the percentage lies between 85% - 90% then

stability trend can be said to be stable, but if

the tendency of stability obtained below 85% - 90%

then the percentage is said to be unstable.

d. Trace Data

Trace data is almost the same as trend stability.

However, the data trace is performed by marking whether it increases

(+), decreasing (-) or equal (=) according to the X axis.

e. Stability Level and Range

To determine the level and range of stability, it can be

This is done by adding up the data points.

f. Change Level

Indicates the rate of change in a condition.

2. Analysis between Conditions

To begin analyzing changes in data between conditions,

then stable data must precede the conditions that will

analyzed, because if the data is not stable it will experience

difficulty in interpretation.

The components in the analysis between conditions

(Sunanto et al., 2006) are as follows:

a. Number of variables changed.

b. Change of direction trend.

c. Stability trend change
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d. Level change.

e. DataOverlap

Overlapis a data pattern that describes

state of phase. When it happensOverlapor there is

level similarity between baseline and intervention phase data

means that there is no change but, if the dataOverlap

the smaller the better the effect of the intervention on

behavior targets.



CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Data Description

This research was conducted with the aim of improving skills

reading literal understanding of children with learning difficulties

use strategyprobing-prompting. This research uses

types of experimental research in the form ofsingle subject research(SSR)

with the ABA design. The results of the study consisting of the results ofbaseline

(A1), resultintervention(B), and the resultbaseline(A2) after being given

intervention.

1. ConditionBaseline(A1)

Conditionbaselineis the child's first or initial condition

in reading comprehension before being given the intervention. For

get data on conditionbaselines,researcher gives test

in the form of an action test such as a child reading a story text

Then the child is also given questions in written form and

oral. Observations onbaseline(A1) done for four times

meeting, which is on July 24 - 27 2020 using the tool

data collection, namely the format of data collection with

percentage. The data on the results of the children's abilities obtained

on conditionbaseline(A1) namely:

42
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1) Meeting 1

The first observation was made on Friday the 24th

July 2020. Using 7 steps in

literal comprehension reading activities such as reading text

story and answer five related questions

with the text of the story that has been read, then

rewrite stories that have been read with

own language. Of the 7 steps of reading activities

literal understanding, children can do four steps

by category ; one step exactly and three

more steps with less precise so that the results are obtained

36%.

2) Meeting 2

The second observation was carried out on Saturday 25

July 2020. Using 7 steps in

literal comprehension reading activities such as reading text

story and answer five related questions

with the text of the story that has been read, then

rewrite stories that have been read with

own language. Of the 7 steps of reading activities

literal understanding, children can do four steps

by category ; two steps exactly and two
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more steps with less precise so that the results are obtained

43%.

3) Meeting 3

The third observation was carried out on Sunday 26

July 2020. Using 7 steps in

literal comprehension reading activities such as reading text

story and answer five related questions

with the text of the story that has been read, then

rewrite stories that have been read with

own language. Of the 7 steps of reading activities

a child's literal understanding can only do five

step by category ; two steps exactly and

three more steps with less precise so that obtained

50% yield.

4) Meeting 4

The fourth observation was carried out on Monday 27

July 2020. Using 7 steps in

literal comprehension reading activities such as reading text

story and answer five related questions

with the text of the story that has been read, then

rewrite stories that have been read with

own language. Of the 7 steps of reading activities

literal understanding, the child can only do five
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step by category ; two steps exactly and

three more steps with less precise so that obtained

50% yield.

To be clear, the child's ability is at baseline

(A1) is described in the table below:

Table 4.1 Literal Comprehension Reading Skills

On ConditionBaseline(A1)

No Date and time Observation Amount Percentage

To

1 Friday, July 24 1 2× 100% + 36%
14

2020
3× 100%14

2 Saturday, July 25 2 4× 100% + 43%
14

2020
2× 100%14

3 Sunday, July 26 3 4× 100% + 50%
14

2020
3× 100%14

4 Monday, July 27 4 4× 100% + 50%
14

2020
3× 100%14
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In accordance with the table above, it appears that reading skills

children's literal understanding is still low. At first observation

in conditionbaseline(A1) the child is able to do four steps

reading literal comprehension by category ; 1 step with

right and 3 more steps with less precise, which category is right

is worth 2 and less precise is worth 1. So that on the observation

the first percentage obtained is 36%. On observation

both children are able to do four steps with categories; 2

steps correctly and 2 more steps less precise.

So in the second observation the percentage obtained is

43%. In the third and fourth observations, the children were able to do

five steps with categories: 2 steps correctly and 3 steps

again inaccurately. So that in the third observation and

the four percentages obtained are 50%. Researcher

stop observing the conditionbaseline(A1) on

the fourth meeting, because of the initial ability obtained from

targetbehaviorhas shown stability.

2. ConditionIntervention(B)

Conditioninterventionis the condition in which the child is given

help with strategyprobing-promptingused for

help children improve reading comprehension skills

literal. When starting the intervention activity, the researcher prepares
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several story texts, and each story text has a

five questions concerning the 5W+1H elements (what, who,

where, when and how) and one student worksheet

blank line. The first step, researchers and children

tidying the seat, after tidying up, the researcher did

apperception such as greeting the child and asking the child's health,

then invite the child to pray, after finishing praying

researchers explain the subject matter of how to

read and understand a text well.

Next, the researcher explained to the children the steps

steps for reading literal comprehension using strategy

probing-promptingby giving each child

given one sheet of the same story text, after all the children

get the story text sheet, the researcher instructs the children

one by one to read aloud, while

researchers doprobingor listen to children's reading with

pay attention to what letters are omitted, replaced and added

while reading. When the child has finished reading, the researcher

give five questions to each child

in written form, after the child is given five questions

The researcher first explains the meaning of each of the

the questions given, after that the child was asked to

answer the question, after answering the question, the child together

Translated from Indonesian to English - www.onlinedoctranslator.com

https://www.onlinedoctranslator.com/en/?utm_source=onlinedoctranslator&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=attribution
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The researcher discusses the questions that have been answered by

appoint one child to answer the question, where is the child

who was appointed to answer that question was the child who

have difficulty reading literal comprehension.

If the answer is answered correctly, the teacher asks for input

from the answers given by the child to his friend who did not

problems in reading literal comprehension. But if

the answer is wrong, the teacher gives a new question

with different questions with the same goal,

so that students can answer the initial question correctly. If

students still can't answer, the teacher givesprompting

(help) by provoking students to tell stories but the goal

the story concerns a question that was asked before or

earlier, so that the questions asked can be answered by

Correct.

The next step the teacher gives new questions to the teacher

all students with the aim of ensuring that the indicators

on that day has been achieved. The new question is:

Oral questions submitted by the teacher to students where?

students are instructed to retell stories that have been

read in written form with the aim of seeing whether students

really understand the reading that is read or not. After

students finished telling the researcher to review a little about
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lessons that have been learned after that just close

lessons with gratitude.

As for the intervention condition (B), observations were made

seven times, from 28 July to 03 August 2020

with the data obtained are:

1) Meeting 5

The fifth observation was carried out on Tuesday 28

July 2020. Using 7 steps in

literal comprehension reading activities using

strategyprobing-promptingsuch as reading story texts and

answer five questions related to the text

stories that have been read, then rewrite

stories that have been read in their own language. From 7

steps for reading literal comprehension, children can

perform six steps by category; three steps

correctly and three more steps incorrectly

so that the results obtained 64%.

2) Meeting 6

The sixth observation was carried out on Wednesday 29

July 2020. Using 7 steps in

literal comprehension reading activities using

strategyprobing-promptingsuch as reading story texts and

answer five questions related to the text
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stories that have been read, then rewrite

stories that have been read in their own language. From 7

steps for reading literal comprehension, children only

can do six steps by category ; four

step right and two more steps with less

correct so that the result is 71%.

3) Meet 7

The seventh observation was carried out on Thursday 30

July 2020. Using 7 steps in

literal comprehension reading activities using

strategyprobing-promptingsuch as reading story texts and

answer five questions related to the text

stories that have been read, then rewrite

stories that have been read in their own language. From 7

steps for reading literal comprehension, children only

can do six steps by category ; five

step right and one more step with less

correct so that the result is 79%.

4) Meeting 8

The eighth observation was carried out on Friday

31 July 2020. Using 7 steps

in reading activities literal understanding using

strategyprobing-promptingsuch as reading story texts and
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answer five questions related to the text

stories that have been read, then rewrite

stories that have been read in their own language. From 7

steps for reading literal comprehension, children only

can do seven steps with categories ; four

step right and three more steps with less

correct so that the result is 79%.

5) Meeting 9

The ninth observation was carried out on Saturday

01 August 2020. Using 7 steps in

literal comprehension reading activities using

probing-prompting strategies such as reading story texts and

answer five questions related to the text

stories that have been read, then rewrite

stories that have been read in their own language. From 7

steps for reading literal comprehension, children only

can do seven steps with categories ; five

step right and two more steps with less

correct so that the results obtained 86%.

6) Meeting 10

The tenth observation was carried out on Sunday

02 August 2020. Using 7 steps-

steps in literal comprehension reading activities
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using probing-prompting strategies such as reading

story text and answer five related questions

with the text of the story that has been read, then

rewrite stories that have been read with

own language. Of the 7 steps of reading activities

literal understanding, children can do seven steps

with the right category so that the results obtained 86%.

7) Meeting 11

The eleventh observation was carried out on Monday

03 August 2020. Using 7 steps

in reading activities literal understanding using

probing-prompting strategies such as reading story texts and

answer five questions related to the text

stories that have been read, then rewrite

stories that have been read in their own language. From 7

steps for reading literal comprehension, children can

Do the six steps correctly so that you get

86% yield.
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To be clear, the child's ability in the

intervention (B) is described in the table below:

Table 4.2 Literal Comprehension Reading Skills on

Intervention Condition (B)

No Date and time Observation Amount Percentage

To

1 Tuesday, July 28 5 6× 100% + 64%
14

2020
3× 100%14

2 Wednesday, 29 July 6 8× 100% + 71%
14

2020
2× 100%14

3 Thursday, July 30 7 10× 100% + 79%
14

2020
1× 100%14

4 Friday, July 31 8 8× 100% + 79%
14

2020
3× 100%14

5 Saturday, August 01 9 10× 100% + 86%
14

2020
2× 100%14
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6 Sunday, 02 10 10× 100% + 86%
14

August 2020
2× 100%14

7 Monday, August 03 11 12× 100% 86%
14

2020

According to the table above, it appears that skills

reading children's literal comprehension after being given the intervention (B)

by using learning strategiesprobing-prompting

have increased compared to skills

reading literal comprehension on conditionbaseline(A1), proven

at the ninth, tenth and eleventh meeting of the children

get a score of 86%. Because researchers get three times

the same result, the researcher stopped the intervention condition

(B) at the eleventh meeting because the data obtained were already

shows stability.

3. Baseline Condition (A2)

Baseline condition (A2) is a condition where the child does not

again given help. And observations on conditionsbaseline(A2)

conducted for six meetings, namely on 04 - 09

August 2020. The data on the results of the children's abilities

obtained at the conditionbaseline(A2) namely:
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1) Meeting 12

The twelfth observation was carried out on Tuesday

04 August 2020. Using 7 steps

in literal comprehension reading activities such as

read the story text and answer the five questions that

related to the text of the story that has been read, then

rewrite stories that have been read with

own language. Of the 7 steps of reading activities

literal understanding, children can do seven steps

by category ; three steps exactly and four

steps with less precise so that the results obtained 71%.

2) Meeting 13

The thirteenth observation was carried out on Wednesday

05 August 2020. Using 7 steps

in literal comprehension reading activities such as

read the story text and answer the five questions that

related to the text of the story that has been read, then

rewrite stories that have been read with

own language. Of the 7 steps of reading activities

literal understanding, children can do six steps

by category ; four steps exactly and two

steps with less precise so that the results obtained 71%.
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3) Meeting 14

The fourteenth observation was made on Thursday

August 06 2020. Using 7 steps-

steps in literal comprehension reading activities

such as reading story texts and answering five questions

related to the text of the story that has been read,

then rewrite the story that has been read

in their own language. Of the 7 steps of reading activities

literal understanding, children can do six steps

by category ; five steps exactly and one

steps with less precise so that the results obtained 79%.

4) Meeting 15

The fifteenth observation was made on Friday

August 07 2020. Using 7 steps-

steps in literal comprehension reading activities

such as reading story texts and answering five questions

related to the text of the story that has been read,

then rewrite the story that has been read

in their own language. Of the 7 steps of reading activities

literal understanding, children can do seven steps

by category ; five steps exactly and two

steps with less precise so that the results obtained 86%.
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5) Meeting 16

The sixteenth observation was carried out on Saturday

August 08 2020. Using 7 steps-

steps in literal comprehension reading activities

such as reading story texts and answering five questions

related to the text of the story that has been read,

then rewrite the story that has been read

in their own language. Of the 7 steps of reading activities

literal understanding, children can do seven steps

by category ; five steps exactly and two

steps with less precise so that the results obtained 86%.

6) Meeting 17

The seventeenth observation was carried out on Sunday

August 09 2020. Using 7 steps-

steps in literal comprehension reading activities

such as reading story texts and answering five questions

related to the text of the story that has been read,

then rewrite the story that has been read

in their own language. Of the 7 steps of reading activities

literal understanding, children can do six steps

with the right category so that the results obtained 86%.
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To be clear, the child's ability is in a condition

baseline(A2) is described in the table below:

Table 4.3 Literal Comprehension Reading Skills

On ConditionBaseline(A2)

No Date and time Observation Amount Percentage

To

1 Tuesday, 04 12 6× 100% + 71%
14

August 2020
4× 100%14

2 Wednesday, August 05 13 8× 100% + 71%
14

2020
2× 100%14

3 Thursday, 06 14 10× 100% + 79%
14

August 2020
1× 100%14

4 Friday, 07 15 10× 100% + 86%
14

August 2020
2× 100%14

5 Saturday, August 08 16 10× 100% + 86%
14

2020
2× 100%14
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6 Sunday 09 17 12× 100% + 86%
14

August 2020
1× 10014

According to the table above, it appears that skills

reading literal comprehension on conditionbaseline(A2),

increased when compared to the conditionbaseline

(A1) after being givenintervention(B) with strategyprobing-

prompts.Proven at the fifteenth, sixth meeting

twelve and seventeen children scored 86%. Because of

Therefore, researchers stopped observing the teaching and learning process in

improve literal comprehension reading skills

the seventeenth meeting because of the observations made

obtained has shown stability.
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B. Description of Data Analysis

There are two types of data analysis in this study, namely analysis under conditions and analysis between conditions, which are only focused

on one person or one individual, with data analysis and each component of the analysis as follows:

1. Analysis Under Conditions

Graph 4.1 Analysis of Literal Comprehension Reading Skills
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Information

: dataBaseline(A1) : Data

Intervention(B) : Data

Baseline(A2) : Boundary 

between conditions : Line

Mid Rate

: Estimated Trend Direction : 

Mid Date Line

:Mean Level

: Upper limit

: Lower limit

Based on graph 4.1, it can be seen that the research on the condition of

baseline(A1) is stopped at the fourth meeting. It can be seen that

literal comprehension reading skills at the first meeting

get a percentage of 36%, the second meeting gets

the percentage of 43%, the third and fourth meetings increased and

each to 50%.Mean levelwhich is obtained in

conditionbaseline(A1) is 44.75. Researchers continue to observe

by providing intervention usingprobing strategy-

prompts.

The length of the condition in the intervention phase (B) is 7 withmean

level78.71. After being given the treatment, the estimated trend towards

in this condition increases. Because of the child's condition after being given

the intervention was stable, the researchers continued to observe the

baseline condition (A2) with the length of the condition in this phase is 6
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andmean levelobtained is 79.83, it looks like a trend

the direction is increasing.

Analysis under conditions in this study is to analyze

changes in the data in the graph in each condition.

The conditions to be analyzed are the conditionsbaseline(A1), condition

intervention(B), conditionbaselineto 2 (A2).

The components of the analysis in this condition are:

a. Condition length

The length of the condition indicates the length of the observation that

carried out in each conditionbaseline(A1), conditionintervention

(B) and conditionsbaseline(A2). In condition (A1) observation

conducted four times starting from July 24-27 2020. On

condition (B) observations were made seven times starting from the

28 July – 03 August 2020. And on condition (A2) observation

conducted six times starting from 04-09 August 2020.

b. Estimation of Directional Tendency

Tendency is a picture of change

the behavior of the subject being studied. In this study, researchers

using methodsplit middle.Where on the graph 4.2

the trend towards the baseline condition (A1) increases, the condition

intervention (B) increased, and at baseline condition (A2) also

increased.
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c. Stability Tendency

In graph 4.2 the trend of stability obtained at

conditionbaseline(A1) shows unstable results, because

percentage stability conditionbaselinebefore givenintervention

(A1) is 25% with an upper limit of 48.5, a lower limit of 41 andmean

level44.75. On conditionintervention(B) the upper limit is 85.16,

lower limit 72.26,mean level78.71 and stability percentage

shows 28.57%. On conditionbaseline(A2) upper limit

is 86.28, the lower limit is 73.38,mean level79.83 and percentage

stability showed 33%. It can be seen that the percentage

stability in condition (A1) unstable, intervention condition (B)

unstable and the baseline condition (A2) is also unstable.

d. Data Trace Trends

Observation at baseline condition (A1) before being given

intervention, observation first Skills read

literal understanding with a percentage of 36%. Second observation

the results obtained 43%, and the third and fourth observations

obtained the same percentage of 50%. It can be said that

the trend of the trace data in the baseline condition (A1) increases.

The first observation on the intervention condition (B) after

given an intervention using a learning strategyprobing-

prompt, literal comprehension reading skills acquire

percentage 64%. The second observation 71%, the third meeting and
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fourth 79%, fifth, sixth and seventh observations

86%. And the observation was dismissed at the seventh meeting

because of the conditionintervention(B) already got good results

stable as seen from the last 3 meetings getting 86% results.

So it is said that the trend of the trace data on the condition

intervention in the intervention condition (B) increased.

Observations on the baseline condition (A2) the condition where

the child is no longer provided with assistance or intervention. On observation

first and second literal comprehension reading skills

get a percentage of 71%, the third observation 79%, the meeting

fourth, fifth and sixth 86%. So it is said that

trend of trace data on the intervention condition on the

intervention (A2) increased.

e. Stability Level and Range

Trend data for baseline stability (A1), intervention (B)

and the baseline (A2) in the graph above shows the condition

baseline (A1) variable data lies in the range of 36% - 50%, at

variable data intervention conditions are in the range of 64% - 86%,

and in the second baseline condition (A2) without the help of variable data

lies in the range of 71% - 86%.

On conditionbaseline(A1), observations are made

four times, namely (36%, 43% 50%, 50%) and percentage

the lowest is 36% while the highest percentage is 50%.
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On conditionintervention(B), observations were made as many as seven

times namely (64%, 71.%, 79%, 79%, 86%, 86%, 86%) and the percentage

the lowest is 64% while the highest percentage is 86%.

In the baseline condition (A2) without assistance, observations were made

six times, namely (71%, 71%, 79%, 86%, 86%, 86%) and

the lowest percentage is 71% while the highest percentage

is 86%.

f. Change Level

Set the level of change (level change) show

how much the data changes in a condition. For

determine the level of data change in a condition can be

This is done by determining the size of the first data point and

last in a condition then subtract big data

with a small one, then specify the direction of ascending or

data decreases and is marked (+) if it improves, (-) if

decreases, and (=) if there is no change. It was explained that the level

changes in baseline conditions (A1) the first day of observation

was 36% and observations on the last day 50%. Then

from the value of the first and last observation, the highest value

reduced by the lowest value, namely 50 – 36 = 14 then at

the baseline condition (A1) the level of change increased (+). On

conditionintervention(B) the first observation data is 64% and

final observation was 86%. Then from the observation value
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first and at the end, the highest value is reduced by the value of

the lowest is 86 - 64 = 22 then in the baseline condition (B)

the level of change increases (+). On conditionbaselinesecond

(A2) without the help of the first observation data is 71% and

final observation was 86%. Then from the observation value

first and at the end, the highest value is reduced by the value of

the lowest is 86 – 71 = 15 then in the baseline condition (A2)

without help, the level of change also increases (+).
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2. Analysis Between Conditions

Graph 4.2 Analysis of Literal Comprehension Reading Conditions
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Information

: dataBaseline(A1) : Data

Intervention(B) : Data

Baseline(A2) : Boundary 

between conditions : Line

Mid Rate

: Estimated Trend Direction : 

Mid Date Line

:Mean Level

: Upper limit

: Lower limit

: Trend boundary between conditions

To determine the analysis between conditions, it can be done with

following steps:

a. Specifies the number of variables to change

Where is the number of variables changed in this study

are reading comprehension skills, especially in

literal understanding of children with learning disabilities.

b. Determining the Change in Direction

Determining the change in the direction of the trend is done by

retrieve data on analysis under conditions. trend direction

in improving literal comprehension reading skills

conditionbaselineinitial (A1) the direction of the data is increasing (+). On

intervention condition (B) the direction of the data is increasing (+). And

in the baseline condition (A2) without treatment the direction of the data too

increased (+). Then it can mean that
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literal comprehension reading skills for children with disabilities

learning increases and shows a positive impact after the existence of

changes when an intervention has been given using a strategy

learningProbing-Prompting.

c. Determining Changes in Stability Trends

Determining changes in stability trends, can

seen in the data on the trend of stability in the components

component analysis under conditions. On conditionbaseline(A1)

reading skills of children's literal comprehension is still low, and

after givenintervention(B) reading skills

literal understanding undergoes a changing trend that

significantly increased. And after looking back at

baseline condition (A2) or no intervention is given

reading skills literal comprehension of children with difficulties

learning has also increased.

d. Determining the Level of Change

To determine the level of change in conditions (A1, B

and A2), described as follows:

1) End point data on conditionbaseline(A1) is 50 and data

starting point on conditionintervention(B) is 36.

2) The difference between the two is 50 – 36 = 14 means

reading skills of children's literal comprehension increased from
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conditionbaseline(A1) to the initial condition of the intervention (B)

decreased by 14.

3) End point data on conditionintervention(B) is 86 and data

starting point on conditionbaseline(A2) is 71.

4) The difference between the two is 86 – 71 = 15 meaning

reading skills children's literal understanding of the condition

intervention(B) until the conditionbaseline(A2) experiencing

an increase of 15.

e. Determining PercentageOverlapData

To determinedata overlap, at conditionbaselineand

interventiondone with steps such as:

1) See the upper and lower limits on the conditionbaseline(A1).

2) Then determine the number of data points in the data

intervention and are in the range of conditionsbaseline(A1).

3) The acquisition of data points is divided by the number of data points on

intervention conditions were then multiplied by 100%.

4) See the upper and lower limits of the conditionbaseline(A2).

5) Then determine the number of data points in the data

interventionand is in the range of conditionsbaseline(A2).

6) The acquisition of data points is divided by the number of data points in

intervention conditions were then multiplied by 100%.

Determineoverlapdata on conditionbaseline(A1) :

1) Upper limit (48.5) and lower limit (41).
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2) Number of data points in the intervention condition

3) 0 : 7 × 100% = 0%

Determineoverlapdata on conditionbaseline(A2) :

1) Upper limit (86.28) and lower limit (73.38)

2) Number of data points in the intervention condition

3) 2: 7 × 100% = 28.57%

Percentageoverlapat baseline condition (A1) with

interventionobtained is 0%, and the conditionintervention(A2)

is 28.57%, therefore the smaller the percentageoverlap

what is obtained, the better the influence

intervention.

C. Discussion of Research Results

This research was conducted at SDN 31 Collection Banang with

the subject is a child with learning disabilities in class V, this study raises

children's problems in reading, especially in reading comprehension

literal. Reading literal comprehension is the same as the reading process which

aims to obtain the information contained in the reading

which is read. If the child has difficulty in reading comprehension

literally, children will often be left behind in the learning process

teaching and children are also unable to understand further reading

such as summarizing and determining the main idea.

The child that the author got in this research, can already

read but can't understand what has been read, it's proven
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after the child is told to read then the child is asked to answer

questions related to reading that children read just keep quiet

even answered don't know or forgot, when asked to write

Back in their own language, the child writes carelessly.

So far, children's literacy reading skills

low learning difficulties due to lack of creativity of educators in

teach. Educators have only been the main center in education

learning, educators deliver learning materials

directly to the child by talking at length without giving

many opportunities for children to ask and issue

opinion, educators also always prioritize smart children only

so that children who have difficulty in understanding reading feel

unnoticed so that children are bored and bored with what

be delivered. So the author wants to help children in

improve literal comprehension reading skills by

using learning strategiesprobing-prompting.Strategy

probing-prompting learning is a learning strategy that

the learning process is directly focused on the child so that in the process

learning children should be more active.

Observations in this study were carried out under three conditions

namely the baseline condition (A1) before being given assistance, intervention (B)

after being given assistance with learning strategiesprobing-

prompts,and (A2) is a condition where the child is no longer given
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assistance after previously being given assistance. Data collection in

This research was conducted using a test in the form of an action test

such as children's ability to read, answer questions and

retell what has been read in their own language.

This research is relevant to (Swarjawa et al., 2013) which

said that the application of the learning modelprobing-prompting

has a good effect on science learning outcomes compared to

using conventional learning models. Strategyprobing-

promptingalso make children active in asking and answering

The questions given by the teacher are also relevant to the expert's opinion

who said that with the strategyprobing-promptingchild

can actively explore their knowledge without being forced

(Mustika & Buana, 2017).

Based on the results of data analysis that has been carried out, it can be

It is proven that after being given assistance with learning strategies,

probing-prompting,children's literal comprehension reading skills

learning difficulties increase. So the strategyprobing-prompting

influential in improving reading comprehension skills

literal for children with learning difficulties in grade 5 at SDN 31 Group

Banang.
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D. Research Limitations

In improving literal comprehension reading skills

there are many ways and learning models that can be used both

at school or at home. However, due to time constraints

from the agreement of all children, the researchers only used the

simple is strategyprobing-promptingto increase

literal comprehension reading skills with 90 . research time

minutes per meeting.

Next is the limitation on the child's focus which

caused by the noise and the condition of the researcher's house

close to a wood factory which causes children's concentration to be disturbed

in study. Then the limitations in the use of story texts,

where the researcher only uses six stories and even then the stories that are

used are fairy tales, fairy tales are chosen because researchers

consider fairy tales more appropriate to provoke children when

learn and to use the six stories the researcher assumes that

using a lot of stories, the child is afraid of not understanding

lessons delivered, but if you use less than six stories

it is feared that children can get bored with repeated stories, so from

The researcher only used six questions so that the children would not get bored.



CHAPTER V

CLOSING

A. Conclusion

Based on the data obtained from the research results that have been analyzed

about improving reading comprehension skills through strategies

probing-prompting diSDN 31 Banang Collection, then you get

concluded that strategy probing-prompting effective for

improve literacy reading skills in children

learning difficulties, this is evidenced by the increasing tendency

(trend)the direction of literal comprehension reading skills on the condition of

intervention (B) which was carried out for seven meetings and has

increased compared to the conditionbaseline(A1) done

for four meetings, namely the ability before it is given

intervention or treatment. As well asmeanlevel on conditionbaseline(A2)

conducted during six meetings is higher than

with conditionbaseline(A1) for four meetings.

So from the results of the overall analysis, it shows that there is

improvement in reading literal comprehension for children with disabilities

study. Then, from the results of data acquisition, it can be proven that

strategyprobing-promptingeffective for improving skills

reading literal comprehension for children with learning difficulties in grade 5 at

SDN 31 Banang Group.

75
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B. Suggestion

Based on the results of the research that has been obtained, some suggestions are:

which researchers can provide in this study are as follows:

1. For teachers

a. Expected strategyprobing-promptingthis can be material

teacher considerations in improving reading skills

comprehension especially reading literal comprehension.

b. It is hoped that during the teaching and learning process the teacher does not discriminate

distinguish children both in terms of physical and non-physical, so as not to appear

social jealousy that can cause children to be bored and not

want to learn.

c. In the learning process, it is expected that the teacher must also behave

gentle, not hard so that children are not afraid let alone feel

stressed during the teaching-learning process.

2. For school principals

It is hoped that based on the results of research that has been done

researchers using strategyprobing-promptingfor

improve reading comprehension skills, especially reading

literal understanding can be applied at SDN 31 Bunang Banang. Head

schools are also expected to more often monitor how the process

teaching teachers, strategies and media used by teachers during the process

study.
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Appendix 1

READING INSTRUMENTS FOR CHILD LITERAL COMPREHENSIONS

LEARNING DIFFICULTY

Name
Age
Class

School

Assessor

Instruction

: DR
: 11 years old

: V
: SDN 31 Banang Group : 

Melly Nadya Afrianti

: Put a tick (√) on the item that matches the condition

child.

Aspect Indicator Evaluation Information
T KT ST

Read
Understanding
Literal

Reading story text
“Clever Goat”

 child already
read,
but
read
still
leave,
replace
add letters

can
will

moment

child
like

and

Fill in the rompang story text  When filling in text
hiatus
still
confused
still answer
perfunctory.

child
often

and

Answering 5 W+1H questions 

such as:

What is the title of the story?

 

What is the name of the character in the story?  Moment

the name of the character

is in
child
answer,
child only
answer
character name only

answer

story
can
but
can
one

Where are the events in the story  Moment

where
answer

the place
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occur ? happening
child not
answer
child answered,
answer
given
in accordance

question
given.
Example :
Which
the place

answer time.
When
time
answer place

story
can
if,

which
no

with
which

asked
child

asked
child

When did the events in the story 

occur?

 Moment

time
story
very
answer
child answered,
answer
given
in accordance

question
given.

answer
happening

same child
no

,
can
if

which
no

with
which

Example :
Which
time
answer place.
When
the place

answer time

asked
child

asked
child

How will the story end?  child at all
no
answer
when asked a child
spontaneously
say no
know

can
and

Retell a story that has been 

read with

 Child
frown
forehead

with
and

by
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own language spontaneous

say no
know.

Total score 1 3
Score 2 3

Assessment criteria

Appropriate : Score 2

Inaccurate: Score 1

Incorrect : Score 0

Percentage of children's skills =Earning score × 100%
Total Score

Assessment Analysis Results

Literal comprehension reading skill percentage =5× 100% = 31%16

Interpretation of Assessment Results

Based on the interpretation made by the researcher on March 28 - 

April 03, 2020, the reading aspect of children's literal comprehension got 

a score of 31%. It is proven that the child can read, but when reading the 

child still often leaves, replaces and adds letters, when filling in the blank 

text the child is still often confused and still answers carelessly.

When answering questions related to what you have read, what is 

the title of the story you read? The child can give the correct answer. What 

is the name of the character in the story? The child can also answer but 

the child reads the whole story first and the child can only answer one 

character's name. Where did the events in the story take place?
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can answer but the answer does not match the question given. Example: 

The question is where the child answers the time. When asked when the 

child answered the place. When do the events in the story occur? When 

answering when the story happened, the child could not answer at all, if 

the child answered, the answer given did not match the question given. 

Example: What is asked when the child answers the place. How will the 

story end? The child could not answer at all and when asked the child 

spontaneously said he did not know and when asked to retell the story he 

had read in his own language! The child frowned and spontaneously said 

he didn't know.
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Appendix 2

RESEARCH GROUPS

Improving Reading Comprehension Skills Through StrategyProbing-

PromptFor Children with Learning Difficulties Class V at SDN 31 Groups

Banang

Variable Sub Variable Indicator Story title

Skills

Read
Understanding

Literal

Understand

information that

in reading.

1. Reading

story or discourse.

text 1. Child

goat
clever one.

2. Typhoon child

Diligent.

3. A
the ant that

returning the favor.

4. Jack and

beggar.

5. Ants and

grasshopper.

6. Child

shepherd

naughty one.

there is

2. Answer

question

by element

5W+1H :

Mention what

the title of the story

be read

3. Determine

existing characters

in a story that

be read

4. Determine

the place where

happening

events in

story

5. Determine

When did it happen

events in

story

6. Determine
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how's the end

from story

7. Write down

back story

read
with language

alone
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Appendix 3
RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

Improving Reading Comprehension Skills Through StrategyProbing-

PromptFor Children with Learning Difficulties Class V at SDN 31 Groups

Banang

Name
Age
Class

School

Assessor

Instruction

1. Put a tick (√) on the item that fits the child's condition.

:
:
:
:
:

No Instrument Item Evaluation Information

T KT ST

1. Reading Folklore Texts

2. Answer the question5W+ 1H: What is 

the title of the story you read?

3. What is the name of the character in the story?

4. Where the events in the story take 

place.

5. When did the events in the story 

occur.

6. How is the end of the story.

7. Retell a story that has been 

read

Amount

Score
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Assessment criteria :

T = Exactly = 2

KT = Inaccurate = 1 

TT = Inaccurate = 0

Rating = × 100% =14
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Appendix 4

RESEARCH READING TEXT

Clever Goat

In a forest there is a small house inhabited by a mother goat and a 
goat. During the day the mother goat had to go out of the house to visit the 
goat's grandmother who lived some distance from their house.

For fear of her child being eaten by wolves when left alone at home, 
the mother goat teaches the goat a song that is a sign so that the goat does 
not open the door for other animals, later when the mother goat comes 
home, the mother goat will sing the song so that the child can know that his 
mother is home. After teaching the song the mother goat went to the goat 
grandmother's house in the middle of the forest.

Suddenly, there came a wolf who intended to eat the young goat 
who was alone in the house. He also heard when the mother goat taught 
a special song for the goats. To trick the kid goat, the wolf also sang at 
the door singing the song taught by the mother goat. The kid who heard 
the song wondered, "Is mother home yet? He just came out not too long 
ago." Suspicious, he peeked through the window and found that it was 
not his mother at the door but a wolf.

Seeing this, the young goat then shouted with all his might asking for 
the help of other animal neighbors to help him. The wolf, who was afraid and 
panicked, then left the goat's house and did not prey on the young goats.
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The Diligent Child's Typhoon

In a village there lived a boy named Topan with his mother Siti. Typhoon 
and his mother do not have much wealth, his mother works as a vegetable seller 
in the market and Topan helps his mother by herding the goats belonging to the 
merchant in his village.

On a hot day when Typhoon was herding goats in the meadow 
while reading a book, an old man who looked tired came and asked 
Typhoon for permission to sit under a tree. Typhoon also invited the 
grandfather to sit with him and even offered him a drink he had brought 
from home.

Grandpa asked Typhoon, "Aren't you going to school?" Typhoon sadly 
replied that his family did not have the money to send Typhoon to school. 
But even so, Typhoon remained enthusiastic and diligent in reading from the 
books he borrowed from his friends.

The next day after herding the goats, Typhoon's mother came out of 
the house and immediately hugged Typhoon. He said, Typhoon received an 
invitation to enter the school for free. How surprised and happy Typhoon 
was when he went to school and met the grandfather who was sitting with 
him at that time turned out to be the principal of the school where he was 
going to study.
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An ant who reciprocates

Once upon a time, on a hot day, there was a little ant who wanted 
to cross the river to return to his home. The river to be crossed has a fairly 
strong water current. Very carefully the ant crossed the river using his 
small feet, but in the middle of the river he slipped by a slippery stone 
and was carried away by the swift current of the river he screamed for 
help with all his strength.

A dove that happened to be flying across the river heard the ant's 
scream. He went down and got a leaf to help the ant that was about to 
drown. The ant hastily climbed onto the leaves so that he too would not 
drown and could cross safely.

A few days after that, an ant looking for food saw a hunter aiming 
at his target. It turned out that the hunter's target was the dove that 
yesterday helped him. When he was about to fire his rifle, the ant bit the 
hunter's leg so hard that the hunter was shocked and opened fire.

Fortunately the shot missed and the pigeon was able to escape 
because of the sound of gunfire. The dove recognized the ant he had helped 
in the river had saved him from the hunter. He went down and thanked the 
ants. The two of them became good friends who helped each other.
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Jaka and the Beggar

One morning in a village, there lived a man named Jaka and his 
family. Jaka has a wife and 3 children that he must feed. Unfortunately it 
was the rainy season that morning and the rain had not stopped for more 
than a week. Because it was raining, Jaka couldn't work to buy food for his 
wife and children, and the food supply had run out and wasn't enough to 
live the next day.

Jaka's wife approached her husband with five potatoes, he said 
that the food in the kitchen was all that was left and nothing else. Jaka 
then told his wife to give the potato to his son, and he would go out to 
look for food even though it was raining.

When he was about to leave the house, Jaka's door was knocked on 
by a beggar. Seeing an old and hungry beggar made Jaka not have the 
heart and gave him five potatoes which he kept for his children. The 
beggar received 4 potatoes from Jaka and gave the remaining 1 to Jaka he 
told Jaka to give the 1 potato to his children.

After the beggar left, miraculously 1 cut potato each piece will 
produce 5 new potatoes, and so on. As a result, Jaka's family no longer 
lacks food, in fact he can plant leftover potatoes to be used for harvesting 
later, and he gives the rest to his neighbors.
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Ants and the Grasshopper

In a forest on a hot and tiring summer, an ant
looks diligent work collecting food. He searches for and transports the 
groceries he finds to collect and store in his barn.

Even though that day the sun was very hot and the rain that fell 
wet the ground and his tiny body, he still worked hard so that later when 
winter came the ants could have enough food supplies to survive. Seeing 
this, the grasshopper reprimanded the ant and said, "Hey, Ant. Why are 
you so diligent in collecting food non-stop?” Then answered by the ant, "I 
have to collect a lot of food so that in winter it will not die of hunger".

Hearing the ant's answer, the grasshopper was carried away with 
laughter, he said, "Hahahahaha why bother? Winter is still long!” The 
grasshopper passed while eating the leaves that became its food. The 
ants continue to work hard and diligently to gather a lot of food, while 
throughout the summer and the following season the grasshoppers 
remain lazy and do not gather food for the winter when food supplies will 
be difficult to find.

Until finally winter came and it lasted longer than before. The 
grasshopper almost died because it did not have enough food reserves 
and asked the ants for food. The kind ant couldn't bear to see a hungry 
grasshopper and wanted to share its food with it.
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Naughty Shepherd

In a village there lived a shepherd boy and his mother. The 
shepherd boy got an assignment from a rich merchant to tend his sheep. 
He got a message from his master to take good care of his sheep and 
shouted for help if a wolf came. During the day when herding in the 
meadow the child was bored.

He also misbehaved by shouting for help even though no wolves 
came to him. Hearing the sound of the shepherd boy screaming, the 
residents came to help but instead of a wolf, the shepherd boy laughed 
out loud because he managed to deceive the villagers.

The shepherd boy's misbehavior was also carried out several times 
and every time the residents came to the shepherd boy's screams, again 
the shepherd boy just laughed until one day a pack of wolves actually 
came to eat the shepherded sheep.

Panicked, the shepherd boy screamed for help but no one wanted 
to help him because they thought the boy was just playing. As a result, all 
the sheep were devoured by the wolves and the shepherd boy was 
scolded by his master.
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Appendix 5

INDIVIDUAL LEARNING PROGRAM

(PPI)

A. Child Identity

Name
Gender

Class

School

Type of Disturbance

B.Description of Children's Early Ability

Based on the results of the analysis of the literal comprehension 

reading assessment carried out by the author on March 28 - April 03, 

2020, in the aspect of reading literal comprehension, children get a 

score of 31%. replacing, adding and removing letters while reading, the 

child also had difficulty answering the five questions given by the 

assessor. When asked to retell a story that has been read, the child 

answered that he did not know.

C. Long Term Goals

With the provision of interventions using strategiesprobing promptingChildren 

are able to understand the content of the reading they read.

D. Short Term Goals

After being given intervention with strategyprobing-prompingchildren can: 1. 

Understand the contents of the reading that is read.

2. Children can answer questions.

3. Children can retell stories that have been read in their own 

language.

: DR
: Woman

: V SD

: SDN 31 Banang Group : 

Learning Difficulties (Dyslexia)
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E. Time

Considering the situation is still in the Covid-19 pandemic, research activities are carried 

out at the researcher's home with permission given by the parents and the will of the children 

themselves.

F. Recommendation

Seeing the low reading comprehension skills of children, especially in literal 

reading comprehension. So the researcher provides recommendations to 

improve reading comprehension skills for children with learning difficulties 

through strategiesprobing-promptingwith the aim of helping children to be active 

in the learning process, both in understanding the contents of the reading, 

answering questions and retelling the contents of the readings that have been 

read.

Padang, January 2021

Melly Nadya Afrianti

NIM.16003061
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Appendix 6

Condition Data RecapBaseline(A1)

Indicator Variable Evaluation

1 2 3 4
T KT ST T KT ST T KT ST T KT ST

Skills
Read
Understanding
Literal

1. Reading

Story

Text     

2. Answer

question5W+ 1H

:

• What is the title of the 

story you read?

    

• What is the name of the 

character in the story?

   

• Where is the event

in the story happened.

 

• When
in the story happened.

incident
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• How does the story 

end.

  

3. Telling

back story

already read

    
which

Total score 1 3 2 2 2 3 2 3
Score 2 3 4 2 4 3

Percentage 14.28
%

21.24
%

28.57
%

14.28
%

28.57
%

21.24
%

28.57
%

21.24
%

Total Percentage 14.28 + 21.24
= 36%

28.57 + 14.28
= 43%

28.57 + 21.24
= 50%

28.57 + 21.24
= 50%
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Information :

T = Exactly = 2

KT = Inaccurate = 1

TT = Incorrect = 0

Rating =Earningscore× 100%
ScoreTotal

Percentage of Condition Data RecapBaseline(A1)

Meeting 1=5×100 = 36%14

Meeting 2 =6×100 = 43%14

Meeting 3 =7×100 = 50%14

Meeting 4 =7×100 = 50%14
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Appendix 7

Condition Data RecapIntervensi (B)

Indicator Variable Evaluation

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

T KT ST T KT ST T KT T
T

T KT ST T KT ST T KT ST T KT ST

Skills

lan
Read
understanding

a literal

1.Reading

Story Text

       

2. Answer

question

5W+1H :

• What
story

be read.

       

title

which

• Who
figure

story.

name
in
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• Where

incident

in story

occur.

      

• When
incident

in story

occur.

       

• How
end of

story.

    

3.Telling

n
story

already read

       

return

which

Total score 3 3 4 2 5 1 4 3 5 2 5 2 6

Score 6 3 8 2 10 1 8 3 10 2 10 2 12

Percentage 42, 21, 57, 14, 71, 7.14 57, 21, 71, 14, 71, 14, 85,70
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85
%

42
%

14
%

28
%

42
%

% 14
%

42
%

42
%

28
%

42
%

28
%

%

Total

Percentage

42.85 +

21.42

= 64%

57.14+14

, 28
= 71%

71.42+7.1

4
=

79%

57.14+

21.42

=
79%

71.42+14

, 28
=

86%

71.42+14

, 28
=

86%

86%

Information :

T = Exactly = 2

KT = Inaccurate = 1

TT = Incorrect = 0 Rating =Earningscore× 100%
ScoreTotal
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Percentage of Condition Data RecapIntervention(B)

Meeting 1=9×100 = 64%14

Meeting 2 =10×100 = 71%14

Meeting 3 =11×100 = 79%14

Meeting 4 =11×100 = 79%14

Meeting 5 =12×100 = 86%14

Meeting 6 =12×100 = 86%14

Meeting 7 =12×100 = 86%14
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Appendix 8

Condition Data RecapBaseline(A2)

Indicator Variable Evaluation

1 2 3 4 5 6
T KT T

T
T KT ST T KT ST T KT ST T KT ST T KT ST

Skills

Read
Understanding

Literal

1. Reading Story Text       
2. Answering questions

5W+1H :

• What is the title of the story 

you read?

      

• What is the name of the 

character in the story?

      

• Where is the event

in the story happened.

      

• When did the events in 

the story occur.
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• How does the story 

end.

    

3. Retell the story that 

has been read

      

Total score 3 4 4 2 5 1 5 2 5 2 6
Score 6 4 8 2 10 1 10 2 10 2 12

Percentage 42.85

%
28.5
7%

51.14

%
14,
28
%

71,
42
%

7.1
4%

71,
42
%

14,
28
%

71,
42
%

14,
28
%

85,
70
%

Total Percentage 42.85 + 28.57

= 71%

51.15+

14.28 =

71%

71.42+

7.14 =

79%

71.42+

14.28 =

86%

71.42+

14.28 =

86%

86
%
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Information :

T = Exactly = 2

KT = Inaccurate = 1

TT = Incorrect = 0

Rating =Earningscore× 100%
ScoreTotal
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Percentage of Condition Data RecapBaseline(A2)

Meeting 1=10×100 = 71%14

Meeting 2 =10×100 = 71%14

Meeting 3 =11×100 = 79%14

Meeting 4 =12×100 = 86%14

Meeting 5 =12×100 = 86%14

Meeting 6 =12×100 = 86%14
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Appendix 9

Research Documentation
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